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Text, about 600 words 

May the forest be with you! 

Expanding Use Value Appraisal to Meet Today’s Climate Crisis 

When Vermont’s Use Value Appraisal (UVA) program was created 
in 1978, its founding language was holistic and visionary. The 
program’s stated purpose was to maintain productive ag and 
forestlands, encourage their conservation and preservation, 
protect natural ecological systems, prevent accelerated conversion 
due to tax pressure, achieve more equitable taxation, preserve and 
enhance Vermont’s scenic natural resources, and enable 
Vermonters to plan for orderly growth.  

In short, the program was designed to encourage and sustain both 
forest products and forest services. Forest products include 
biomass and wood fuel, construction timbers, and veneers. Forest 
services include clean water, stormwater mitigation, carbon 
sequestration and storage, open space recreation, wildlife habitat, 
forest health, and ecological restoration. For the most part, forest 
products are privately owned and can be sold in the marketplace. 
Forest services are commonly held benefits for all Vermonters and 
generally are not valued or traded in traditional marketplaces. 

To date, UVA has focused primarily on forest products. The forest 
products industry has done an excellent job of advancing that 
perspective. However, despite this effort, in 1978 there were 125 
active medium and large sawmills in Vermont producing about 
200,000 MBF of timber products annually. In 1997, Vermont 
timber production peaked at 300,000 MBF. By 2016, the number 
of active medium and large sawmills had declined to 18 mills and 
production was reduced to 100,000 MBF.  

With or without a robust timber industry in Vermont, a rapidly 
changing climate is pressing down upon us. It is clear that we need 
to change our human-centered world view to one that is much 

more earth-centered. Specifically, more forests need to be 
conserved in ways that optimize forest services—particularly 
atmospheric carbon sequestration and storage, water quality, 
wildlife species richness, and flood and drought resilience.  

Since January of 2020, Vermont Family Forests has participated in 
a loose coalition known as Wild Forests Vermont (WFV). Our aim 
has been to increase the presence of wild forests through two key 
changes to UVA—first, to expand UVA eligibility for permanently 
conserved, forever-wild forests to private landowners (an option 
currently available only to approved non-profit conservation 
organizations), and second, to add a Reserve Wildland forest land 
use category for all eligible family forest owners.  

Due in part to the work of WFV, the Vermont House of 
Representatives recently approved legislation that would add a 
Reserve Forestland land use category to UVA and make that 
available to a limited subset of landowners. This is a step in the 
right direction. However, it makes ecological, ethical, and 
economic sense to extend that option to all Vermont forestland 
owners.  

What better way is there to conserve healthy forests and their 
associated ecosystem services than by encouraging more 
landowners to realize their dreams for beautiful, productive, 
resilient forests that protect water, store carbon, and conserve 
wildlife species richness? After all, it is their timber to tend, but it is 
all Vermonters’ water, air, and wildlife to conserve and protect for 
this and future generations.  

May the forest be with you! 
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Winter 

Lines of Grace  

As climate change brings stronger storms 
to Vermont, it’s more important than ever 
to create and maintain stable, gently 
sloped, erosion-resistant forest access 
trails—what we call Lines of Grace. In 2021 
we helped Little Hogback Community For-
est stakeholders create stable access for an 
upcoming timber sale. Winding across the 
hilly parcel at a 7% average grade, the 3600 
feet of new access replaced several existing 
sections of steep logging trails.  

We also continued trailwork at our own 
Abraham’s Knees land in Lincoln, where 
we’re replacing the steep, eroding access 
road with lines of grace that gently climb 
the steep rises for which the land is named.  

Cultivating an Earth-Centered 
World View 
David gave a special presentation to the 
Lewis Creek Association. EARTH ALIVE! 
Applying An Earth-Centered Worldview in 
the Forested Watersheds of Home 
addressed the tangible actions we can take, 
here in the Center-West Ecoregion, to 
address pressing ecological issues and 
cultivate mutually beneficial relationship 
with the forests of home.  

White Pine on the Water 

In February, we helped VFF landowner Tom 
Kenyon (left, with son David) mark trees for a 
timber harvest. Several pines looked like 
they’d yield great boat-building wood. We 
checked with our friends at the Lake 
Champlain Maritime Museum and 
earmarked seven trees for them. The logs 
were trucked to the museum and milled into 
boards. Local students in LCMM’s Longboats 
Program will use this wood to build wooden 
boats that will join the LCMM fleet, fostering 
community well-being through rowing.  

Hunting Partnership 

We allow hunting of deer, turkey, grouse, 
and woodcock by written permission on the 
lands we hold. We consider hunters 
important conservation partners and always 
appreciate their feedback on their hunting 
experience. In 2021, 22 hunters requested 
permission to hunt on VFF’s Anderson 
lands. Hunters Kurt Naser and Jody Atkins 
shared this photo of a moose, which walked 
close by as they were hunting deer on VFF’s 
Anderson Guthrie-Bancroft land.  
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Sharing a Wealth of Farm Tools 

When VFF assumed ownership of Lester and Monique Anderson’s lands in 
2016, the barns housed a great deal of farm equipment that Monique used 
and cared for meticulously. While we still use some of that equipment to 
tend the Anderson lands today, we had many fine tools and machines we 
didn’t need. To help clear the decks for our major renovation of the West 
Barn (page __), we passed that farm equipment on to good homes in the 
Center-west Ecoregion. The Andersons’ beautiful antique hay wagon now 
resides at the Addison County Field Days site, so look for it next time you’re 
at the fair!  

Spring 

Monique Anderson (center) loads hay onto the Anderson’s 
hay wagon, circa 1970s. Photo by Lester Anderson. 

Colby Hill Ecological Project (CHEP) 24th Field Season 

CHEP researchers continued annual surveys of forest birds, small and 
large mammals, and reptiles and amphibians, and added two 
important monitoring projects. VFF conservation forester Kathleen 
Stutzman set up long-term forest ecosystem monitoring plots at three 
VFF forest sites, using  the Forest Service Forest Inventory and Analysis 
(FIA) Program protocol, so our dat is comparable with forests across 
the country. In 2021 we established a steering committee to assess 
and guide our on-going ecological monitoring work. 

Addison Country River Watch Collaborative initiated water quality 
monitoring on Isham and Beaver Meadow brooks—two New Haven 
River tributaries that flow through VFF lands. ACRWC volunteers 
gathered monthly samples, which were analyzed for E. coli, chloride, 
nitrate, total phosphorus, and turbidity. Next summer, ACRWC will also 
sample during storm events to monitor soil stability in the watershed.                       

Mapping the Neighborhood 

VFF Conservation Mapper Callie Brynn helped the 
Lincoln Conservation Commission map Lincoln’s four 
town forests, the largest of which lies between two of 
VFF’s Anderson parcels. These Avenza-compatible 
maps will help with the conservation and exploration 
of these community-held lands.  

Callie creates such a geo-referenced map for every 
VFF forest conservation plan. With their map and 
Avenza downloaded onto a mobile device, landowners 
can take their map into their forest, know where they 
are on the land and accurately record sites and 
sightings—from wildlife signs to wood lot boundaries. 

Chainsaw Training 

In 2021, we hosted nearly 
100 participants in 10 Game 
of Logging workshops in the 
Center-west Ecoregion. In 
these training courses, taught 
by the outstanding 
instructors at Northeast 
Woodland Training, 
participants learned how to 
work safely with a chainsaw 
to fell and buck trees.   

Nick Tepper Basic Chainsaw Use & Safety 
workshop, April 2021 



Conservation Forestry 

 

Teaching, Learning, and More 

In addition to her work with landowners, Kathleen also 

• monitored the boundaries of VFF’s properties. 

• met with both high-school and college students to 
discuss and explore ecological forestry. 

• worked with the Vermont Natural Heritage Inventory to 
locate and map rare and uncommon natural 
communities and plants. 

• attended UVA 10-year inspections of enrolled properties. 

• developed the Long Term Forest Monitoring Project, 
setting up three permanent study plots.   

Working with Forest Landowners  
Working with Forest Landowners  

In the VFF office, a wall of shelves holds about 225 green binders, 
one for each of the family forest owners we work with— 
representing about 24,000 acres of private forest land. Much of 
our work relates to helping family forests owners comply fully 
with the spirit and intent of Vermont’s Use Value Appraisal (UVA 
or Current Use) Program. 

Enrollment in this exceptionally important program makes 
forestland ownership, management, and conservation 
economically feasible by appraising forestland at its use value 
(~$152/acre) as opposed to its fair market value (~$1500+/acre). 

In 2021, our conservation forester Kathleen Stutzman, worked 
with VFF conservation mapper Callie Brynn to 

• update 32 Current Use (UVA) forest management plans. 

• develop 9 plans for forests newly enrolling in UVA.  

• facilitate UVA property transfers and boundary line 
adjustments for 11 properties. 

• write 11 Natural Resources Conservation Services (NRCS) 
Conservation Activity Plans. 

• oversee 2 timber sales. 

• mark timber for 7 future sales. 

• paint boundary lines on 3 properties.  

Wild Forests & Carefully Tended Woodlands 

VFF executive director and conservation forester David Brynn worked with 
the Wild Forests Vermont coalition to explore and promote adding a Reserve 
Wildlands forest land use option in Vermont’s Use Value Appraisal Program 
and to permit family forests with forever-wild conservation easements to be 
enrolled (see David’s message, page 1).  

David worked with the Little Hogback Community Forest (LHCF) owners to 
upgrade their access network by reducing trail grade and expanding the log 
landing area. Periodic timber sales are a key part of LHCF’s sustainability by 
providing funding for land maintenance, property taxes, and bookkeeping. 

David also laid the groundwork for acquiring a 95.6-acre forest parcel from 
the A. Johnson Company. Located in Bristol and Lincoln, the land, according 
to Vermont Conservation Design, is part of a highest priority interior forest 
block.  
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Woodwinds Near the Middle Barn 

This summer marked the 10th anniversary 
of Woodwinds in the Middle Barn, a small 
musical gathering that began when Lester 
and Monique Anderson were alive. 
Because the West Barn was deconstructed 
and the Middle Barn was chock-full of the 
West Barn’s timbers, we held the  
gathering in a small tent in the apple 
orchard. About 25 neighboring 
landowners joined us to listen to the 
talented musicians of Full Circle Recorders, 
then feasted on pizzas cooked in our earth 
oven, Durga.  
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Summer 
West Barn Restoration 

One of the oldest barns in Lincoln, the West Barn at VFF’s Anderson Wells 
Farm has been in dire need of restoration in recent years. With the 
foundation crumbling and major repairs needed to the frame, Miles 
Jenness of Vermont Heavy Timber and his ace crew deconstructed the 
barn last summer. They carefully salvaged, labeled, and stored all sound 
materials.  

Dave Newton and his crew then removed the fieldstone foundation and 
poured a concrete foundation faced with fieldstone. In 2022, Miles and 
crew will reconstruct the barn, using as much original material as possible, 
as well as new and restored timbers and sheathing.  

In 2021, we used rough-sawn boards from spruce logs donated by VFF 
landowner Sarah Laird to re-side the neighboring Middle Barn. Treated 
with Vermont-made, whey-based aging stain, the sheathing will help see 
the barn through another century of Vermont weather. 

VFF Loves VYCC 

In July, a Vermont Youth Conservation Corps crew 
spent a week with us as part of their summer-long effort 
to improve the water quality of Lake Champlain. We 
tasked them with slowing, spreading, and sinking the 
flow of runoff from a steep, eroding access road that 
bisects our Abraham’s Knees land, in the headwaters of 
the New Haven River. They installed more than 30 
waterbars, which will help keep forest soils in the forest, 
where they belong.  Crew members camped at VFF’s 
Anderson Wells Farm, where we welcomed them with 
an impromptu pizza party.  
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Autumn 

Harvesting the Bounty 

In 2021—a bumper apple year at Wells 
Farm—we discovered our new favorite 
variety in the orchard. The oldest 
cultivated apple variety in the US, the 
Roxbury Russet has leathery, brown skin 
that disguises mouth-watering flavor for 
eating, drinking, and cooking. Under the 
care of Homestead Steward Dechen 
Rheault, the Wells Farm garden yielded 
loads of veggies, including many gallons of 
tomatoes for next year’s pizzas.  

“But I suppose I am like a Roxbury russet—
a great deal the better, the longer I can be 
kept.”   

– Nathaniel Hawthorne, The House of the 
Seven Gables, 1851 

Making the Case for Wild Forests 

In September, the Vermont Agency of 
Natural Resources Climate Council held on-
line stakeholder meetings for forest 
landowners, forest products industries, and 
conservation organizations to offer 
feedback about the State’s proposed 
Climate Action Plan. We encouraged our 
landowners to attend. VFF Executive 
Director David Brynn submitted testimony, 
encouraging expansion of the Current Use 
program to include a wild forest land use 
category as a means to improve carbon 
storage and sequestration, build forest 
resilience, and safeguard biodiversity as 
climate continues to rapidly change. 

CHEP Research Publication  

In the November 2021 edition of 
Northeastern Naturalist, Colby Hill 
Ecological Project researchers Jim 
Andrews and Erin Talmage published 
research findings from 20 years of 
monitoring amphibians on VFF’s Anderson 
lands in Lincoln in their paper, 
Phenological Differences in Wood Frog 
and Spotted Salamander Egg-Mass Onset 
and Peak Accumulation.  

Reptiles and Solstice Fires 

In December, we filled enrollment for our latest 
Hogback Community College course, Conserving 
Vermont’s Reptiles, a 23-hour course taught by 
herpetologist Jim Andrews.  

We teamed with The Watershed Center to 
celebrate Winter Solstice. We felled a small white 
ash and a hardhack for the solstice fire, since both 
species have the remarkable and welcome 
characteristic of being dry enough to burn well 
even when freshly cut.  
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Income ($544,481) Expenses ($491,008) 

Financial Report 

January 1 – December 31, 2021 

Admin & 
Overhead 
$63,113 

Programs 

$18,753 Contracted 
Services 
$70,921 

Payroll 
$158,503 

Donations 
$14,303 

Contributed 
Support 
$20,328 

Ecological  
Forestry 
$32,806 

Education 
$23,023 

Grants 
$447,630 

General  
Admin 
$6,391 

Capital  
Improvements 

$159,025 

Property Stewardship $20,693 

Remembering Marty Ilick and Terry Dinnan 

Marty Illick was the Commoner’s Commoner.  She understood that 
the most effective way to improve the ecological health of a 
watershed was to empower and engage the people who lived there. I 
got to know Marty well when I served in the early 1990s on the Board 
of Directors of the Lewis Creek Association, a grassroots organization 
in which Marty figured so prominently. Before VFF came into being, 
she and I collaborated on the Addison County Conservation Congress, 
on riparian restoration in the Lewis Creek Watershed, and on citizen 
science in the form of the Addison County Riverwatch Collaborative.  

When Vermont Family Forests emerged in 1995, Marty was there to 
support our efforts and to co-sponsor our very first workshop on 
Acceptable Management Practices in forestry. When Marty and Terry 
left us, Marty was in the thick of helping imagine how to change 
Vermont’s Use Value Appraisal Program to focus less on timber 
production and more on forest health. 

Marty, you were one of a kind. Your tenacious conservation ethic lives 
on in our hearts and in our home catchments. Thank you, dear friend. 

        –David Brynn 
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Vermont Family Forests 

PO Box 254 
14 School St.  

Bristol VT 05443 
802-453-7728 

info@familyforests.org 
www.familyforests.org 

Vermont Family Forests’ mission is to 

observe, understand, and preserve forest 

ecosystem health; practice forest-centered 

conservation that is holistic and 

adaptive; support careful management of 

local family forests for ecological, economic, 

and social benefits; and foster a forest 

culture focused on community well-being, 

ecological resilience, and the quest of an 

optimal land ethic.  

Gratitude to Forest Friends 
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